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• Renewable Energy Site Selection: Geology helps identify suitable locations for
renewable energy projects such as wind, solar, and geothermal energy.
Understanding subsurface conditions, seismic activity, and landforms assists in
determining the viability and optimal placement of renewable energy
infrastructure.

• Geothermal Energy: Geology is fundamental to harnessing geothermal energy,
which utilizes heat from the Earth's subsurface. Geological surveys assess the
availability of geothermal reservoirs, determine their characteristics, and identify
potential sites for geothermal power plants.

• Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS): Geology is integral to CCS, a technology
aimed at mitigating greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuel combustion.
Geologists assess suitable geological formations, such as depleted oil and gas
reservoirs or deep saline aquifers, for storing captured CO2 securely
underground.

• Hydrocarbon Exploration and Production: While the energy transition seeks to
reduce reliance on fossil fuels, hydrocarbons still play a significant role in the
global energy mix. Geology is essential for identifying and accessing oil and gas
reserves efficiently and sustainably, helping to optimize extraction methods and
minimize environmental impact.
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• Critical Mineral Exploration: Transitioning to renewable energy technologies
requires vast amounts of critical minerals such as lithium, cobalt, and rare earth
elements. Geology guides the exploration and extraction of these minerals,
ensuring a stable and sustainable supply chain for renewable energy
technologies like batteries and solar panels.

• Understanding Earth Systems: Geology provides insights into Earth's processes
and systems, including the carbon cycle, climate history, and natural hazards
such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Understanding these phenomena
is crucial for developing resilient and sustainable energy infrastructure.

• Environmental Impact Assessment: Geologists assess the environmental impact
of energy projects, considering factors such as land use, water resources, and
ecosystem health. By evaluating potential risks and mitigating measures,
geology helps ensure that energy transition projects are implemented
sustainably.

• In essence, geology contributes to the energy transition by providing essential
knowledge, resources, and insights for the development of sustainable energy
solutions, while also addressing environmental concerns and minimizing
negative impacts on ecosystems and communities.
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“EU imports most of the materials it uses rather than mining them itself. It is a net 
importer of raw materials, in which it has had a trade deficit since 2002. Last year 
(2019) that trade deficit stood at €31 billion”

“Europe still has many resources. Europe mines more than 42 different metals 
and minerals, plus ornamental stones, sand and gravel and aggregates”

“Though there is significant political will to ensure security of supply for 
raw materials, there is also public opposition to increased mining because 
of its environmental effects. There is especially strong local opposition to 
new mines”

“European Commission is now focusing on collecting information 
about the deposits available in Europe – not necessarily for new 
mines, but also to expand existing mines or use them more 
efficiently”

Raw materials in the EU economy; Feb 2020
https://eurac.tv/9Rgr
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“Raw materials are becoming increasingly important for the 
competitiveness of Europe’s industry, for innovation and for the 
transition to a low-carbon, more circular economy.
Many new enabling technologies rely on materials that are 
predominantly produced outside of the European Union, such as 
cobalt for Lithium-Ion batteries powering low-emission mobility or 
rare-earth elements for energy-saving electronics.
International competition for such raw materials is becoming more 
intense.“

Vladimír Šucha and Lowri Evans, Raw Materials Scoreboard 2018

3rd Raw Materials Scoreboard (2021) 
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“End-of-life circuit boards, certain magnets in 
disc drives and electric vehicles, EV and other 
special battery types, and fluorescent lamps 
are among several electrical and electronic 
products containing critical raw materials”

“…recycling most of the products rich in 
CRMs is not commercially viable, with low 
and volatile CRM prices undermining 
efforts to improve European CRM 
recycling rates, which today are close to 
zero in most cases”

CEWASTE PROJECT FINAL REPORT, 2021
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Energy transition refers to the global energy sector’s shift from fossil-based systems of energy production and 
consumption — including oil, natural gas and coal — to renewable energy sources like wind and solar, as well 
as lithium-ion batteries

What is the Energy Transition?

With a severe 
impact in the 

demand for raw 
materials 

needed for each 
type of 

renewable energy 
type :



The amount of energy produced  depends on the size of the turbine
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A wind turbine as an example

Larger turbines = more raw materials 

Materials used in 
wind turbine 
manufacture



Limits of geological 
survey intervention (?)

Companies do target definition:

• Delineate regions of interest, 
• more detailed geophysics,
• Mapping,
• Sampling

Essential work by the surveys BEFORE
target definition:

• Regional geophysics, 
• Regional geochemistry, 
• Analytical work, 
• Mapping, 
• Geochronology, 
• Geochemistry (detail), 
• Petrography,
• Detailed mapping
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• Survey data (geophysics, geochemistry, geochronology, remote sensed data)

• Knowing and understanding the subsurface environment 
MAPS

• Understanding the metallogenic processes that give rise to ore deposits
MODELS

• Inventorying the subsurface for (CRM & SRM) mineral deposits
INVENTORY

• Turning individual small data packages into large data packages
DATA HOMOGENISATION

• UNFC classification

The Role of the Geological surveys



Key roles

• Collecting and understanding data 

• Sharing knowledge and best practices 

• Collaborating on cross-border projects 

• Advising local, regional and national authorities to maintain access to the territory

• Advise other national surveys on the CRM potential in their countries 

The Role of the Geological surveys



SIORMINP Data - https://geoportal.lneg.pt

https://www.lneg.pt/product/critical-raw-materials-deposits-in-
mainland-portugal/

Inventorying the subsurface for (CRM & SRM) mineral deposits
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Matos et al., 2020. Comunicações Geológicas 107, Especial III, 41-78

https://www.lneg.pt/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/05_Matos-et-al_2020_107_III_41-78.pdf
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• National programme for general exploration 
targeted at critical raw materials

• Increase available information on the 
Union’s critical raw material occurrences

(a ) Mineral mapping at a suitable scale
(b) Geochemical campaigns 
(c) Geoscientific surveys
(d) Processing of the data and predictive 
maps 
(e) Reprocessing of existing geoscientific 
survey data

• Make the information publicly available on a 
• Free access website

• Cross border cooperation 

http://info.igme.es/visor/?Configuracion=geo_fpi

https://doi.org/10.3390/materproc2023015024

https://www.europe-geology.eu/
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 UNRMS is a framework to assure that resources are produced and 
utilized in a sustainable manner. 

 Comprehensive, sustainable RMS that supports and enables the 
implementation

 Meets specific governmental requirements for supporting and 
mediating  the supply, the use and the value-chain of natural resources

 Voluntary global standard for integrated and sustainable development 
of resources.

 Principles-based, so could serve different needs of stakeholders.

What is UNRMS to the 2030 Agenda?
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UNRMS  builds on the strengths of UNFC
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 The appreciative inquiry (AI) involves 
concentrating on the strengths, 
positive attributes and potential of a 
project rather than weaknesses. 

 AI focuses on the whole organization 
on identifying its greatest assets, 
capacities, capabilities, resources, and 
strengths – to create new possibilities 
for change, action, and innovation. 

 A natural resource project does not 
exist in isolation rather within a 
network of people. 

 People, service and experience – A 
new pathway for resources.

Discovering long-term value
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